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ABSTRACT

In the Zion and Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Studies, relay chatter
was dismissed as a credible event and hence was not formally included in the
analyses. Although little discussion is given in the Zion and Indian Point
PSA documentation concerning the basis for this decision,, it has been
expressed informally that it was assumed that the operators will be able to
reset all relays in a timely manner. Currently, it is the opinion of many
professionals that this may be an oversimplification.

Tne three basic areas which must be considered in addressing relay
chatter include the fragility of the relays per se, the reliability of the
operators to r-»set the relays and finally the systems response aspects. Each
of these areas is reviewed and the implications for seismic PSA are
discussed. Finally, recommendations for future research are given.

Relay chatter median capacity values have ranged from as low as 0.41g
peak ground acceleration (pga), which was reported in the Seabrook PSA, to
higher values in the range of 1.5g pga. The latter values were developed as
part of the Limerick PRA in response to questions during the review process.
Most relay chatter capacities used today find their origins in the Corps of
Engineers shock test data; however, the Limerick data were based on plant-
specific qualification data. The corresponding variability is large with
logarithmic standard deviation values as high as 1.5 or more. Because relay
chatter is a "brittle" phenomenon (i.e., there is no inherent material
ductility) there is high associated variability which depends on the type of
relays, the frequency content of motion, the amplitude of motion and
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undoubtedly other factors which have not been considered. For example,
relays have been found to chatter at a given motion amplitude only to stop
chattering at a higher level of motion. The state-of-the-art of fragility
values for relays is relatively weak.

Assuming relays chatter, the next level of concern is whether the plant
operators are able to reset the relays and return the plant systems to the
proper state. Very little experience and information is available to
determine the reliability of plant operators under these circumstances. Some
guesses have been made. For example, in the Limerick PRA, it was assumed that
human failures would be 10 times greater during and immediately after a
seismic event compared to non-seismic accident situations. As discussed
below, the assumed recovery rate is an important contribution to the results
of the seismic PSA.

The systems analyses of relay chatter also have not fully matured in
seismic PSA. Even for cases where some attempt has been made to include
relay chatter, it usually consists of single events and does not reflect the
many relays which are present, the logical configurations and their inter-
dependencies. Some sensitivity analyses have been performed to investigate
fhe effects of relay chatter. As part of the review of the GESSAR II seismic
PSA, it was found that reasonable assumptions on the fragility values and
human recovery rates can change the mean frequency rate of core melt by a
factor of 10.

Considerable research is needed to address the question of whether relay
chatter is a significant contributor to risk in seismic PSA. This research
should be directed to the capacities of relays (i.e., more fragility tests
are needed), the human recovery aspects and the systems configuration of
relays in relation to other safety-related components.

INTRODUCTION

Relay chatter recently has received attention as a potential failure
mode which could lead to core melt. In the first probabilistic safety
analyses (PSAs) conducted by utilities for Zion and Indian Point Nuclear
Power Plants, relay chatter was dismissed as a credible event, and hence was
not formally included in the analyses (Refs. 1 and 2). Although little
discussion is given in the Zion and Indian Point PSA documentation concerning
the basis for this decision, it has been expressed informally that it was
assumed that the operators will be able to reset all relays in a timely
manner. During the review of the Limerick Generating Station Severe Accident
Risk Assessment (LGS-SARA) the issue of relay chatter was investigated, and
it was concluded that the probability of failure on the part of the operator
to reset was nonzero and would result in the equivalent of a relay failure
(Ref. 3). Recently this issue has also been raised in the review of the
General Electric Company GESSAR-II seismic PSA (Ref. 4). Finally, the issue
of relay chatter as a potential contribution to seismic risk has been raised
by the NRC Expert Panel on the Quantification of Seismic Margins of which the
first author is a member (Ref. 5).



The three basic areas which must be considered in addressing relay
chatter include the fragility of relays per se'r the reliability of the
operators to reset the relays and finally the systems response aspects. Each
of these areas is discussed in the following sections. The results of a
sensitivity analysis conducted for relay chatter during the review of the
GESSAR-II PSA is presented next. Finally, recommendations to resolve the
issue of whether relay chatter truly is a significant contributor to seismic
risk and to provide data to rationally include the effects of relay ;' stter
in a seismic PSA are given.

RELAY CHATTER CAPACITY

Although relay chatter has not been in the system analyses of previous
PRAs, ralay chatter fragility estimates have been calculated and published as
part of the seismic fragility analysis. Relay chatter median capacities have
been as low as 0.41g and 0.60g peak ground acceleration as reported in the
Zion PSA (Ref. 1) and Seabrook PSA (Ref. 9 ) , respectively. The basic data
for relay chatter come from the Seismic Safety Margins Research Program
(SSMRP) where test data from Corps of Engineers shock tests and expert
opinion data were used (Re.f. 6). A spectral acceleration capacity of 1.15g
in the 5 to 10 Hz range with an associated total logarithmic standard
deviation of 0.82 is reported in Reference 6 for relay chatter of instrument
racks and panels. This capacity must be reduced for structure and cabinet
dynamic amplification to an equivalent ground level capacity which is
generally different for each panel,

A second set of fragility values is also given in Reference 6 for a
generic relay category. A median value of 4.00g, spectral acceleration and a
total logarithmic standard deviation of 0.89 are reported. In a recent
personal communication with the principal author of Reference 6, it was
learned that there is an error in the second set of fragility values given
above. In future versions of Reference 6 the median value will be reported
to be 1.66g spectral acceleration with a total logarithmic standard deviation
of 1.20 Instead of 4.00g and 0.89, respectively.

Recently, another draft report has been completed which addresses the
effects of circuit breaker operation during earthquakes (Ref. 7). In
Reference 7 a median spectral acceleration capacity of 2.59g and a log-
arithmic standard deviation value of 1.51 were assumed for relay chatter.
These data apparently come from Reference 8 and represent data based fragil-
ity values. In terms of ground level acceleration capacity, the local
component spectral acceleration value of 2.59g converts to approximately 0.8g
peak ground acceleration for Zion. Although 0.8g is slightly higher than
0.60g, which was used in the utility-sponsored Zion PSA, the logarithmic
standard deviation value of 1.51 is considerably larger than the correspond-
ing Zion value of 0.67. In summary, the relay chatter capacity values used
in Reference 7 produce much higher failure frequencies at lower ground
acceleration values. - ••'• ..*"



Except for the values used in the Seabrook and Zion PSAs, the various
fragility values discussed above for relay chatter can be related. Table 1
summarizes the bases for the relay chatter values given above. As indicated
in Table 1, values from various original sources were combined statistically
to obtain the values reported above (Ref. 6). Included in both component
cases listed in Table 1 are the spectral acceleration median and logarithmic
standard deviation values of 2.59g and 1.51, respectively, which are based on
the Corps of Engineers shock test data and analysis in Reference 8. These
are the parameter values which were used in the recent study of circuit
breaker operation (Ref. 7).

TABLE 1 ORIGIN OF RELAY CHATTER FRAGILITY VALUES

Components

Ins trument
Racks and
Panels

Relays

Combined
Spectral

Acceleration
Capacity

Median (g)

1.15

4.00**

Q
3c

0.82

0.89**

Original Source (Ref.

Spectral
Acceleration
Median (g)

2.08
4.93
2.59*
9.58
18.20

5.67
2.59*

o
gc

0.28
0.38
1.51*
0.81
0.88

1.16
1.51*

Expert
Expert
Relay
Relay

5)

Source

opinion
opinion
chatter
trip

Structure failure

Expert
Relay

opinion
chatter

* These values are based on analysis of Corps of Engineers shock test data
and can be obtained from Reference 8 by combining fragility and response
parameter values for relay chatter from Tables 4-2 and 5-1, respectively.

** These values are apparently in error. Future versions of Reference 6 will
report a median value of 1.66g with a logarithm standard deviation of
1.20.

The issue of relay chatter was raised during the review of the Limerick
PRA (Ref. 3). Subsequently, qualification data were reviewed by the utility,
and it was found that relay chatter median capacities for the critical relays
could be defended to be about 1.5g pga, which is considerably higher than the
generic-based values of 0.41g and 0.60g pga for Seabrook and Zion, respec-
tively. Thus, median capacities obtained to date range between approximately
0.4g to 1.5g pga. However, there are many different types of relays with
different relay chatter characteristics which need to be more reliably
estimated. -



Because relay chatter is a "brittle" phenomenon (i.e., there is no
inherent material ductility), there is high associated variability in the
capacity which depends on the type of relays, "the frequency content of
motion, the amplitude of motion and undoubtedly"other factors which have not
been considered. For example, relays have been found to chatter at a given
motion amplitude only to stop chattering at a higher level of motion. The
state-of-the-art of fragility values for relays is relatively weak.

Because relay chatter is a brittle phenomenon, it is important that the
electrical cabinet doors be tightly secured. In a recent inspection of a
nuclear power plant, the first author found several cabinet doors which were
loose (the anchor screws apparently had not been tightened after the last
entry to the cabinet). Motions during a large earthquake (greater than the
SSE but important to the seismic PSA) could cause the cabinet doors to bang,
inducing high frequency motions in the relays which could lead to relay
chatter. There are likely other situations or variables which could also
affect the relay chatter capacity.

RELIABILITY OF OPERATORS

In the Zion and Indian Point seismic PSAs, no random failures or
operator errors were modeled. In contrast, these effects were included in
the LGS-SARA where it was assumed that in the event of an earthquake the
human error rate would increase by a factor of 10 to reflect increased
stress. As pointed out in the review of the LGS-SARA, relay chatter should
be modeled, and to be consistent, human responses to reset the relays should
be treated similar to other required human actions (Ref. 3 ) . Information on
tha issue of operator errors for internal events can be found in Reference
11.

It is not known how operators will respond to severe earthquakes (e.g.,
2 to 4 times the SSE values). On one hand some say that the operators will
"rise to the occasion" and perform creatively and successfully. On the other
hand, the operators may become concerned about the status of their families
or about their own well being. Thus, under stressed conditions they may
perform below their capabilities. In some cases relays can be reset in the
control room. For other situations, the operator may have to leave the
control room, go to the electrical cabinet some distance away and reset the
relays locally.

The success rate of operator interaction during and following
earthquakes is not known at this time. There is no dispute that relays will
chatter and cause breakers to trip. The concern is whether the plant
operators can reset the relays in time to return the plant to a safe mode.

SYSTEMS ASPECTS

There are many relays which are part of the safety-related systems at a
nuclear power plant. The relays are of different types, and they have
different functions. In a recent study by Lambert, he focused on the loss of



offsite power transient caused by a strong-motion earthquake at the Zion
Nuclear Power Plant and tha operator action necessary to prevent core melt if
circuit breaker failure modes occur simultaneously on three A.16 kV buses
(Ref. 7). He points out that numerous circuit breakers are important to
plant safety such as the circuit breakers for the diesel generators and the
engineered safety systems which must open and/or close during a loss of
offsite power transient while the earthquake motion is occurring. He
identifies the following two failure modes involving relay chatter which lead
to circuit breaker malfunction and subsequent core melt if not recovered.

• Circuit breaker trip
• Seal-in of anti-pumping relays which prevent automatic closure of

circuit breakers

It has been expressed by others that for relay chatter to be a problem, the
relay must be part of a self-locking circuit which does not have any time
delay protection. In this case the circuit could be locked into the wrong
state due to the chattering of the relay contacts. For self-energizing
circuits such as in load sequencers, relay chatter could cause the circuits
to self-energize and lock the loads in.

There are many types of relays, both mechanical and solid state which
have to be considered along with the different types of circuits. It is
clear from the effort by Lambert, where nearly 500 electrical drawings were
examined to address the earthquakes on only a few systems, that it is a
complex task to model all safety-related systems in a nuclear power plant.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In the review of the GESSAR-II PSA, a sensitivity analysis was conducted
to investigate the effects of different, but realistic, assumptions on relay
chatter (Ref. 4 ) . In this analysis the core melt system fragility curves
were developed from event tree/fault tree logic, Boolean expressions and
component fragilities. The mean fragility curve was integrated with the mean
earthquake hazard curve which produces the mean core melt frequency. The
electrical power (EP) train was modeled by the following Boolean expression:

EP - DGPANEL + 125BUS + DGHV + 480XF0RM
+ 480SG + 4KVSG + RELAY * MANRESET

where:
DGPANEL » Diesel generator instrumentation panel
125BUS = 125V bus
DGHV - Diesel generator heat and vent
480XFORM - 480V transformer
480SG - 480V switchgear
4KVSG = 4KV switchgear
RELAY - Relay chatter
MANRESET » Manual reset of relay



The last term (RELAY * MANRESET) is relay chatter times manual reset,
which is the single term used to represent relay chatter and potential reset
by the plant operators. It is believed to be" appropriate for the approximate
sensitivity analysis which was conducted to introduce a single term (i.e.,
RELAY * MANRESET) where the chatter capacity is conservatively set low and to
use structure failure capacities for the other six electrical components.
This is in contrast to adding this term to each of the other six electrical
component terms.

In reality there are many relays which are logically in series, each
with a different relay chatter capacity. By choosing the lowest capacity to
represent relay chatter, the resulting frequency of failure will be realistic
unless there are several relays that also have the same low capacity which,
if independent, could lead to slightly nonconservative results. By selecting
a conservatively low capacity for the single term, realistic (or possibly
even conservative) results can still be obtained.

As a note of reference, if there are N relays each with the same low
relay chatter capacity, the mean frequency of failure can increase by no more
than a factor of N and probably less because the results are diluted by other
contributing terms which are not changed. Also any dependencies due to
response (e.g., the relays are in the same cabinet or are located on the same
floor) or capacity (e.g., the relays are the same manufacturer's model) will
decrease the total contribution from N relays. If the relay fragilities are
all perfectly dependent, the effect of N relays would be identically the same
as one relay.

Table 2 demonstrates the influence of various assumptions for relay
chatter and manual recovery on the mean frequency of core melt. The results
were obtained using the GESSAR-II hazard curves and the fragility values
developed in the review, except for changes in the relay chatter capacity and
the manual reset failure frequency. The first four trials in Table 2
investigate changes in the manual reset failure frequency only (note that the
relay capacity parameter values from the Zion PSA were used). Increasing the
manual reset failure frequency from 0 to 0.5 and 1.0 leads to increases in
the mean frequency of core melt by factors of 2.5 and 4.0, respectively. Note
that since the relays are reset with certainty in trial 1, this case
simulates the situation of no relay chatter problem»



TABLE 2 EFFECT OF ASSUMPTIONS ON RELAY CHATTER AND RECOVERY

Trail

1
2
3
4
5

Manual Reset
(MANRESET)

Failure Frequency

0
0.1
0.5
1.0
0.5

Relay

A

0.6g
0.6g
0.6g
0.6g
0.8g

Capacity

c

0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
1.50

Mean Core Melt
Frequency
(per year)

2.67-5
3.48-5
6.64-5
1.07-4
2.54-4

In trial 5, the manual reset failure frequency is set at 0.5, but the
median capacity is set equal to 0.8g with a logarithmic standard deviation of
1.50, which are the values based on the Lambert study. Relative to trial 1,
where relay chatter is not a problem, the mean frequency of core melt for
trial 5 is increased by a factor of 9.5. This is a significant variation.

The sensitivity results given in Table 1 are based on a simplified model
of the potential relay chatter problem. A more detailed model which includes
interactions between components and the various relays is needed to determine
more realistically the true influence of relay chatter on the results of the
seismic PRA. In addition., more reliable capacity values are needed for
different classes of relays (the two sets of fragility values assumed in this
analysis are generic and may or may not be applicable to GESSAR-II). The
important conclusion which is obtained from Table 2 is the large variation of
mean core melt frequency values which occur for relay chatter capacities and
manual reset failure frequencies representative of the current state-of-the-
art.

NEEDS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Relay chatter has been identified as a potential significant contributor
to risk. It is clear that relays will chatter at accelerations important to
the seismic PSA. It is not clear at this time whether relay chatter is a
problem. There is a need for future research to address this concern in
three areas.

First, tests should be conducted to determine the chatter fragility
characteristics of different types of relays used in nuclear power plants.
The absolute level of chatter should be determined, but also the different
parameters which affect the relay chatter capacity should be determined and
investigated. It may be possible to determine that certain types of relays
have high enough capacity to not be a problem. This result would be useful



1
in the second area of research which is the systems aspects. More work along
the direction of the Lambert study (Ref. 7) should be conducted to determine
which systems and circuits require careful attention.

Finally, the issue of human response needs to be addressed. This is a
difficult area because of the inherent psychological aspects which are
present. Experiments should be developed to simulate the earthquake
experience and the actions and errors of operators monitored and studied.
Experience from past earthquakes and the responses of operators in fossil
fuel plants and other industrial facilities should be studied. From these
actual earthquake experiences, the integrated operator responses would
provide evidence of what error rates can be expected in nuclear power plants.
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